2014-2015 Faculty Publications, Creative Activities, & Grants
College of Nursing and Health Sciences

Books


Chapters/Essays in Books

Journal Articles


south Texas border cites. – Report submitted in partial fulfillment of the Texas Center Research Fellows Grant program.


**Editorial Work**

**Conference Proceedings**


Encyclopedia/Reference Articles

Book Reviews

Flores, L. Book review of Health Assessment & Physical Examination, Delmar Cengage Learning, July 2011.


Creative

External Grants, Principal Investigator

Bischoff, W. R., PI.

Academic Progression in Nursing, Texas Concept Based Nursing course development as part of Robert Wood Johnson grant for Team
Texas, RN-BSN course on Health Care Organizations and Nursing Informatics. Participant. 2013.

Research grant: Honor Society at Canseco School of Nursing for “Point of Care Reference Resources” research study. $1100. 2011.

*Nursing Workforce*: Beyond 2000, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

C. J. Johnston, PhD, RN Investigator $650,000.00. 1996-1999.

Technical Assistance Project for the Gerontological Society of America, Area Agency on Aging in Hilo, Hawaii, with K. Braun, DrPH $6500. 1993.

"Transactional Distance in Distance Education", graduate nursing and public health students, University of Hawaii, Manoa. 1992-1993.

"Cost of Hospice Care", Spohn Hospice, Corpus Christi, Texas. 1990.

**George, G., PI.**

Advanced Education for Nursing from USPHS to support the development of the Doctor for Nursing Practice Program (No cost extension & Carryover). 2013.

Advanced Education for Nursing from USPHS to support the development of the Doctor for Nursing Practice Program (with Dr. Ann Cary, PI): $340,981.00. 2012.

Advanced Education for Nursing from USPHS to support the development of the Doctor for Nursing Practice Program (with Dr. Ann Cary, PI): $426,725.00. 2011.
Advanced Education for Nursing from USPHS to support the development of the Doctor for Nursing Practice Program (with Dr. Ann Cary, PI): $446,198.00. 2010.

Professional Development Grant ($3500) – Fall 2007 develop a proposal for doctorate of nursing practice degree (DNP) program. This grant gave the School of Nursing the opportunity to have an expert from the University of Tennessee provide a ½ day consult on the challenges of this type of program development as well as explaining the history and significance of the clinical doctorate to the faculty. 2007.

Landry, H.

United States Department of Agriculture Telemedicine Grant $167,000 awarded, 2007.

Texas Work Force Grant $12,000 awarded, 2006.

Louisiana Department of Labor - IWTP Grant $3,684,000 awarded, 2005.


UL Lafayette Mini-grant: Nursing Ethics and Legal Issues: An Integrative Approach in Nursing Education $750 awarded, 1998.
(Polk) Walker, G. C.

**FUNDED RESEARCH:**

The Crisis of Abortion. Vanderbilt University Research Council Faculty Development Grant, $500, 1984.

The Crisis of Abortion. Woman’s Equity Committee, University of North Dakota, $100, 1985.

A Comparison of Complications Between Local and General Anesthesia Abortion Subjects, University of North Dakota, $750, 1986.

A Study of Variables in Second Trimester Abortion. Woman’s Equity Committee, University of North Dakota, $100, 1986.


FUNDED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM GRANTS AND GIFTS:

Professional Nurse Traineeship Grant. Division of Nursing (DHHS), $16,668, University of North Dakota, 1986.

Professional Nursing Traineeship. Division of Nursing (DHHS), $18,000, University of North Dakota, 1987.

Grant for the Third National Conference on Nursing and Space Life Sciences, Texas Space Grant Consortium, $6,120, 1992.

Established First Endowed Professorship at Stephen F. Austin State University in Cardiovascular Nursing, Betty Baker Endowed Professorship, $100,000, 1992.

Collaborating Partner with University of Texas Medical Branch, School of Nursing “Family Nurse Practitioner Program.” T.L.L. Temple Foundation, $200,000. 1997-1999.


Family Nurse Practitioner Program Grants, UTMB School of Nursing, $10,000, 2002.

DeWitt Family gift of $1.3 million for new School of Nursing building, 2007.

Birch Foundation funding for computer classroom, $210,000, 2009.

Ed & Gwen Cole Gift, SON Simulation Center, $500,000, 2009.

Richard & Lucy DeWitt Endowed Scholarship Fund for SFASU, School of Nursing through Memorial Hospital, $300,000, 2009.

**FUNDED COMMUNITY OUTREACH GRANTS:**

Collaborating Partner with University of Texas & Lamar University “Telemedicine Linkages for Special Needs Children” Discovery Grant Proposal, The Texas Telecommunications Infrastructure Board Grant #QE-1998-DI-1348, $1,000,000, 1998.

Collaborating Partner with UTMB Galveston and Lamar University, DHHS Special Appropriations “Model Regional Telehealth Technical Assistance Center, $230,000, 1999.


The East Texas Center for Pulmonary Health: Hispanic Outreach, The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board, $154,803, 2002.


Patent